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Distinct  platforms, devices, sensors 
Shipborne + water column + seafloor 
devices (AUVs, ROVs, portable drill 
rigs, “profilers”, camera systems, etc) 
Airborne (and space-borne) 
instruments 
Sensor networks for long-term 
monitoring 
Distributed archival  
Data Centers:  AWI/Marum 
(PANGAEA), BSH (DOD), HZG 
(COSYNA), IFM-Geomar (KDM), etc 
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MaNIDA commits to provide: 
Organizational and technical solutions  
Build a sustainable e-infrastructure at AWI to support discovery and re-use of data 
from distinct sources 
Data lifecycle management 
Generic workflows and automated procedures from cruise planning to data archical 
Networking and outreach strategies 
End-user oriented discovery at national and international levels + education efforts 
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A few facts about MaNIDA  
Funded as “Helmholtz Initiative and Networking Project” 
(Feb 2012- Aug 2015) 
AWI as leading institution:  project co-ordination and 
portal development;  will take over e-Infrastructure after 
Aug 2015 
Funded partners: AWI, Uni. Bremen/MARUM, BSH, 
HZG, IFM-Geomar 
Non-funded partners: Uni. Hamburg, Uni. Kiel 
Partner participation in projects: 
EU: SeaDataNet II, EMODNET, EUROFLEET, WISE-
Marine, INSPIRE, POGO 








WP1:  Management 
WP2:  Workflows  
WP3:   Data integration, access and dissemination 
WP4:   Operation Infrastructure 
WP5:  Networking and Outreach 
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Workflows: from vessel to archive 
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Acquisition with DSHIP:  
underway data (+ event 
logs) transferred after 



























R.V. Metoer, with DSHIP 
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R&D co-operation with ODIP 
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• Generic workflow including role concept, data 
annotation? 
• Common gazetteer (beyond IHO?) 
• Community-wide automated procedures towards quality 
assurance (validation, calibration/correction, quality 
flags for individual data points, processing level flags to 
be inserted in metadata) 
• Community-wide controlled vocabularies  (device type, 
device names, parameters, etc) 
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Discovery, Access and Dissemination 
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Portal: browse, search(facets, region/time), 
visualization, download 
  
Middleware: harvesting and transformation 
services, ontology services, aggregation 
and visualization services, etc 
  
Content: cruise catalogue, archived and 
near-real-time data, cruise-related 
reports and publications, etc 
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• ISO-based cruise catalogue 
• Re-use of tracklines(„generalized“, common formats) 
• Common aggregation procedures 
• Permanent identifiers for people, affiliations, grants 
• Development of a community-wide ontology (RDF 
schema) defining a set of common generic relationships 
useful in marine sciences 
• Intelligent (data) access:  Low resolution „profiles“ 
(swath sonar data, multi-beam seismic, sed. 




R&D co-operation with ODIP 
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Portal prototype 
Current figures 
- cruise catalogue with 13 ships, ~1500 cruises 
- ~100 cuises annually 
- > 2.5 x 10 6 km of Polarstern tracklines  
-  archived data: PANGAEA (~450000), BSH (~17000) 
-  near real-time data: HZG (~8000) 




Browse cruise catalogue 
Cruise catalogue + tracklines 
Where is „Polarstern“ now? 
Faceted search, spatial + temporal 
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Linked reports and data 
13 
Linked data and publication 
14 
Dowload data (+ metadata) 
Archived data Near real-time 
Add layers, WMS 










Thanks for your attention! 
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Source: „The economist“ 
